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SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS OF FUNCTIONS OF

BOUNDED VARIATION

AHARON ATZMON

ABSTRACT. It is proved that every bounded measurable function on

(—ce, co)  which for some constant   a > 0   is of bounded variation on  (—°°,

-a)  and on (a, oc), admits spectral synthesis in the weak-star topology

of L   (-00,00).

Introduction. Let  R denote the real line and let  cp e L°°(R).   For every

real number A, the  77-translate of cp is the function  cp,   defined by  (pAx) =

cpix — h), x e R.   We recall that the weak-star spectrum of  cp, denoted by

SpçS, is the set of real numbers  A  such that the function  el  x is in the

weak-star closed subspace of L°°(R)  spanned by the translates of cp.   One

says that  cp admits spectral synthesis (in the weak-star topology) if cp be-

longs to the weak-star closure of the subspace spanned in  L°°(R) by the

functions  el x, A £ Sp cp.

The well-known theorem of P. Malliavin  [3]  proves that weak-star syn-

thesis in L°°(R) is not always possible.   On the other hand it is well known

(see  [4]) that the following classes of functions in  L°°(R)  admit spectral

synthesis:

(1) almost periodic continuous functions on  R (which admit spectral

synthesis even in the norm topology of  L^R)),

(2) Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of bounded Borel measures on  R,

(3) functions in  L°°(R)  whose spectrum has a countable boundary.

In this paper we prove the possibility of spectral synthesis for some

other classes which are described in the following theorems:

Theorem 1. Let cp be a bounded measurable function on (—00, 00) which

for some constant a > 0 is of bounded variation on (— °o, —a) and on ia, <*>).

Then cp admits spectral synthesis.

Corollary. Let cp be a bounded measurable function on (—00, 00) and

-
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a > 0  a constant.   Assume that  cp  is monotonie on (—00, —a) and on ia, 00).

Then cp admits spectral synthesis.

Theorem 2. Let cp be a bounded measurable function on (—00, 00) and

E a countable closed subset of R. Assume that the following conditions

are satisfied:

(1) sup
-oo<A<B<co

f1JA
-i\x

tpix) dx < 00    for every real A ¡t E.

(2) lim     \d>(L + u) - cbiL)\ = 0    for a.e.   u £ R.
L — + 00

Then cp admits spectral synthesis.

Corollary. Let cp be a bounded measurable function on (—00, 00) which

satisfies condition (1). Assume that lim cp(x) and lim _ cp(x) exist.

Then cp admits spectral synthesis.

Proofs of theorems. We show first that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1.

Let cp and  a be as in Theorem 1, and let  A 4 0.   For any interval (c, d)

disjoint from   (—0, a)   we get, by integrating by parts:

\d e-iXxcpix)dx =^j-\tpid)e-iXd - cpic)e-iXc - f* e~iXx dcbix)\.

Therefore, denoting by   H^H^ the  L°° norm of cp and by   V(I)  the variation

of cp over an interval  /, we have:

I'. -iXx
<fi(x) dx K^UW^+Vicd))

I'M

<--(2|| VC-oo, -a) + Via, 00)),

and since   |f"   cpix)e~' x dx\ < 2a\\cp\\c<c, cp. satisfies condition (1).

The fact that  V(-oo, —a) and   Via, 00)  are finite implies that cp  satis-

fies condition (2).   Consequently Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1.

For f £ L  (R)  we denote its Fourier transform by / defined by

](x)=[°°     f(t)e-iXtdt, -oo<x<oc,
j —00

and for / £ L  (R) and  ip £ L°°(R)  we denote their convolution by / * yj.

For the proof of Theorem 2 we need two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let \p be a bounded measurable function on (—00, 00) and

k 4 0  a real number.   Assume that  \p satisfies the following conditions:
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(3)

(4)

sup
-oo<A<B<oo

Pf  e-iXxi/Ax)dx < oo.

lim     \ipiL + u) - i/>(L)| = 0      for a.e.   u £ R.
L —±oo

Let f £ L  (R) and assume that

fiO) = /(A) = 0.

lim    §L_    if * ip)ix)e~iXx dx = 0.

(5)
Then

(6)
L —co

Proof. For every  L > 0  it will be convenient to define the following

three functions:

S,it)=   |L_Í    0di)e-ix*¿«,        P,W=   f,L      *lAu)e-iXu du.
>- J - L -t u J L -t

Q,it)=   f_L      tp{u)e-iXu du.
L J -L-t

Using Fubini's theorem we get, for every  L > 0,

J^ (/ * i/j)ix)e-iXx dx = J""^ f{t)e-atSL(ffdt.

Hence, taking into account (5)  and the fact that S At) — SL(0) = QLU) -

PLit), we infer that

J_Ll (/ * ifj)ix)e-iXx dx = J~m fit)e-iXtQL(t)dt - f^ /(/)e"¿XíPL(í)

The lemma will be established by showing that

(7) lim    f°°    fit)e-iXtP,it)dt=0,
/    —i(vn

¿Í.

L —>oo '

and

(8) lim    f°°    /(r)e-¿Aíc2f(r)rií=0.

To prove (7), consider for every  L > 0  the function

gLit) = J¿"_   L*//U) - ijjiL)\e-iXu du.

It follows from (3)  that

(9) SUPllgfJoo =   SUP        SUP        lgL(í)|   < °°-
L>0 L>0  -O3<;<oo
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Changing variables we get that

gLit) = e-iX{L-° J"J bpiL + u-t)- xfjiL)}e-iXu du,

and therefore Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem implies in virtue

of (4)  that

(10)
lim    g, it) = 0

L ->oo

for every — °o .< t < <».

Applying the dominated convergence theorem once again, we infer from

(9) and (10)  that

(id Hm r»/(/)e"iA,«LW*=o.
L — oo J

Noticing that

PLit) = gLit) + ie-iXL/ik)ie~iXt - 1),

and using (5)  we get that

$°°xf(t)e-iXtP L(t) dt = ^f(t)e-iXtgLit) dt,

which by (11)  implies  (7).   The proof of (8)  is similar, and the lemma is

established.

Lemma 2. Let  ip £ L^R)  and let  E  be a closed subset of R.   Then
roo

h-*o' -oo
Spi/y C F  if and only if lim^     /^ i//(x)((sin hx)/hx)2e ~lXx dx = 0 for every

real A 4E.

Proof. The proof of the lemma is included in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in

[4].

Proof of Theorem 2. Let  cp and  E  be as in Theorem 2.   To show that

cp admits spectral synthesis we have to prove that for every function / e

L !(R)  such that

(12) fit)* 0    for t e Sp cp,

we have

(13) f^fiy)<piy)dy = 0.

(See [2, p. 170].)

Let xp be the function defined by ijj(x) = cp(-x). Theorem 2 will be es-

tablished by showing that for. every function f e L (R) which satisfies (12)

we have
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(14) f * ipix) = 0      for every -oo < x < oo.

To prove (14)  assume first that /  satisfies, together with (12), /(0) = 0.

It follows from (1)  and (2)  that

lim    |i/>(L + u) - ip(L)\ = 0     for a.e.  u e R,
L — ±oo

and that for every  k 4 E

sup J      yb(u)e~iXu du   <°o.
-oo</l<B<ool

Therefore if  A 4 E U {0 j and  A e Sp c/j, Lemma 1 implies that

lim    fLr   (/ * ¡A)We~Ax^ = 0,
i — LL — oo

and by the known theorem about the regularity of the iR, 2)  summability

method for integrals    [l, p. 301]  this implies that

Xxdx(15) lim   f0   (f + WàiîilhYe-i

On the other hand, if A 4 Sp cp then A 4 Sp ip (since Sp cp = Sp yj) and

therefore A 4 Sp (/ * yj), so that by Lemma 2 condition (15) holds again.

Consequently (15) holds for every k 4 E UÍ.0} and using Lemma 2 again

we conclude that Sp (/ * \p) C E U JO j.

On the other hand, the fact that / vanishes on  Sp cp implies that

Sp(/ * yj) is perfect (see [2, p. 172]) and since F is countable, Sp (/ * yj)

is empty, so that by the dual form of Wiener's general Tauberian theorem (see  [4, p.

504]), we infer that f * ip vanishes almost everywhere.

Remembering that the convolution of an  L     function with an  L     func-

tion is continuous we conclude that / * yj vanishes everywhere.   This proves

(14)  under the additional condition /(0) = 0, and therefore Theorem 2 is es-

tablished in the case 0 e Sp cp.

To complete the proof, assume that 0 4 Sp cp.   Let g  be a function in

L  (R)  such that g has compact support disjoint from  Sptp, and g(0) = 1.

By the previous part of the proof, (f — f*g)*yj = 0, and by the assumption

on the support of g  we also have  f * g * ip = 0 (see  [2, Theorem 6.1, p. 170]);

therefore / * yj = 0, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

Examples. We give first an example of a function which satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem 1 and which does not belong to one of the classes

of synthesizable functions described in the introduction.
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Let E  be a totally disconnected perfect set contained in the interval

(1, 2), and let k be a  C°°-function such that k~  (0) Pi (1, 2) = E  and ¿(0) = 1.

Let  K be the Fourier transform of k  and define cp by  tpix) ='_f      Kit) dt,

-oo < x < oo.   The hypotheses on  k imply that  K e L  (R)  and therefore cp is

of bounded variation on  R. Since lim    ■ _ootj6(>f) = 0, cp is not almost periodic.

It is easy to see that the Fourier transform of cp in the sense of distribution

is the distribution  cp which is defined in the principal value sense by the

function hix) = ikix)/x, x 4 0; therefore since  &(0) = 1, <p is not a bounded

measure, that is cp is not a Fourier-Stieltjes transform.   Finally, taking into

account the fact that Sptp = support^ (see [2, p. 170]) we get that Sp cp =

support k, and therefore, by the condition on  k~  (0), we have E C bdry(Sp cp).

Consequently, cp  does not belong to the third class of synthesizable func-

tions either.

We conclude by giving two examples of functions which satisfy the hy-

potheses of Theorem 2, without necessarily satisfying the conditions of

Theorem 1.

Let ó be a continuous function on  R  such that  lim óix) = 0   and
~ x->— oo"

assume also that cp  satisfies condition (1)  of Theorem 2.

Let i/f be a bounded continuous function on R with countable spectrum

iA 1°°,. Each of the following two conditions implies that the function cf> • ip

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and therefore admits spectral syn-

thesis:

(1)2X>1A2<~.

(2) The set  IA   }°°=1 \0 \ is independent over the ratianals.   We omit the

proofs.

Added in proof. Professor Y. Domar proved (personal communication) that

condition (2) in the hypotheses of Theorem 2 can be deleted without affecting

the conclusion of the theorem.
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